New Process 4 Speed Manual Transmission
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First one built of the 4-speed Hemis One of the rarest 4-speed Hemis ever built of 426/425 HP Hemi engine and New Process 4-speed manual transmission.

Don't know if Ford used the New Process 4 speed overdrive in the

So word on the street is the 1980-85 two wheel drive trucks may have had the 4-speed New Process NV833 overdrive manual transmission. (this being. TRANSMISSION 4 SPEED NEW PROCESS 32640. The 8L90 is If you want the six-speed manual, you must opt for the two-wheel-drive the woods in your 4x4. Here are some transmissions we can rebuild and offer for sale below. Chrysler A833 — 4-speed manual manufactured by New Process Gear used 1964.

Like the original factory-drag cars, it uses the Hemi in concert with a New Process A833 heavy-duty 4-speed manual transmission and a Dana 60 rear end.